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\ ) 

NOTE: Before any adjustments, servzcmg, parts 
replacement orany otheract is performed requ i ring 
physical contac t with the electrical working com
ponents or wiring of this equipment, THE POWER 
SUPPLY MUST BE DISCONNECTED. 

INTRODUCTION 
These instructions apply to the various synchro

nous-motor starters, subassemblies and field panels 
supplied by the General Electric Company under the 
type designations listed below. It is the intent of 
these instructions to cover essential aspects of the 
complete synchronous-motor control system as it 
is conceived to function as a whole. Separate in
structions covering partial assemblies or compo
nents are not included. If a complete starter is not 
supplied, the purchaser is requested to interpret 
these instructions for applicability to his particular 
assembly by referring to diagrams supplied with 
the equipment purchased. 

Type 
Designation Description 

IC7160Al27 /128 Full-voltage starter, Limitamp ® 
control type {5000V) 

IC7160B127/128 Reduced-voltage starter, Limit
amp control type {5000V) 

IC7069A3 Field control assembly 

When built-in solid-state excitation is included 
with the control, these instructions should be sup
plemented with either GEH-3089A (diode type) or 
GEH-3094A (SCR type). 

I. STARTING SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 
GENERAL 
Synchronous motors start as induction motors 

because they have cage bars built onto their rotors. 
A synchronous motor without a squirrel cage would 
have very little starting torque. The squirrel cage 
of synchronous motors is sometimes'l'eferred to as 
the damper winding, or amortisseur winding, and 
although its primary purpose is to develop torque 
at start and during acceleration, it also serves to 
dampen power oscillations while running at synchro
nous speed. This cage winding produces torque in 
relation to slip the same as an induction motor. No 
continuous cage torque is developed at synchronous 
speed. 

Synchronous-motor Control GEH-3133A 

Fig. I. Salient-p ole synchronous motor 

Torque at synchronous speed is largely derived 
from the magnetic field produced by the field coils 
on the rotor linking the rotating field produced by 
the currents in the armature windings on the stator. 

In summary, a synchronous motor is basically a 
constant-speed motor that is started by a squirrel
cage winding and then locked "in-step" by a d-e cur
rent applied to the field winding. The motor is 
started as a squirrel-cage motor by a-c power. 
When the motor has reached synchronizing speed 
- approximately 95-percent synchronous speed -
d-e current is introduced into the field windings in 
the rotor. This d -c current creates constant-polarity 
poles in the rotor which cause the motor to operate 
at synchronous speed. 

Magnetic polarization of the rotor iron is due to 
physical shape and arrangement, plus constant po
tential direct current in coils looped around the 
circumference. 

Synchronous motors, therefore, possess two gen
eral categories of torque characteristics. One 
characteristic is determined by the squirrel-cage 
design, which produces a torque in relation to "slip" 
(some speed below synchronous speed), and only in 
relation to slip since it can develop no torque unless 
there is slip. The other characteristic is deter
mined by the flux in the salient field poles on the 
rotor as it runs at synchronous speed. The first 
characteristic is starting torque, while the second 
characteristic is usually referred to as synchronous 
torque. 
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GfH-3J33A Synchronous-motor Control 

In the starting mode, the synchronous-motor 
' _ .• 

'
ient poles are not excited by their external d-e 

source. If they were, there would be no useful 
torque developed by them. The reason for this is 
that the average torque due to field excitation during 
slip would be a negative or braking torque and hence 
would act to reduce the total amount of acceleration 
torque. In addition there is a very large oscillating 
component of torque at slip frequency produced by 
field excitation which could result in damage to the 
motor if full field current was applied during the 
whole starting sequence. Therefore, appli cation of 
d- c to the field is usually delayed until the motor 
reaches a speed from which it can be pulled into 
synchronism without slip. 

At synchronous speed, the unsymmetrical nature 
of the rotor produces a small torque (reluctance 
torque) which enables the motor to run at very light 
loads in synchronism without external excitation. 
Reluctance torque can also pull the motor into step 
if it is very lightly loaded and coupled to low inertia. 

It is convenient to make an analogy of a synchro
nous motor to a current transformer for the purpose 
of demonstrating angular relationship of field cur
rent and flux with rotor position . 

. If r1 * is an imaginary current in the stator caus-J the transformer action, then I1 will be about 180 
degrees from I2 (or lpo), and the flux will be 90 
degrees behind IFD· Very significantly, then, the 
point of maximum induced flux occurs as the induced 
field current I FD passes through zero going from 
negative to positive; maximum rate of change of 
current. 

Electrical 
Degrees 
Rotor Angle 135 45 

90 
135 

180 

4 

Fig. 2a. Transformer action of rotor flux and 
current (constant sliP) for a typical motor 

) 1 is not an actual current. The transformer action 
is due to stator flux (not shown) cutting the rotor 
win ding . 

Electrical 
Degrees 
Rotor Angle 

Trapped Flux 

{-45lPull-ln 
135 45 315� 

90 0 270 0 
I 360 

Field Discharge 
Loop Opened 

IFo 
(Induced) 

Fig. 2b. Rotor flux and current at pull-in 
(Typical design) 

The rotor angle at which 11 and I2 go through 
zero will depend upon the ratio of reactance to re
sistance in the field circuit. A very high value of 
reactance to resistance will shift the angle toward 
-90 degrees. Reactance is high at low speed (high 
frequency} . At high speed (low slip; low frequency) 
reactance decreases and the angle will shift toward 
0 if the circuit includes a high value of resistance, 
but if the field is shorted (no resistance) , very little 
shift will occur. As the stator goes beyond -45 de
grees, torque increases (essentially due to increased 
stator f lux). Ipo then gives us a very convenient 
indicator of maximum flux and increasing torque 
from which we may apply excitation for maximum 
effectiveness. 

If the field discharge loop is opened at the point 
of maximum flux, then this flux is "trapped". Ap
plying external amperes to the current path in cor
rect polarity to increase this trapped flux at this in
stant then makes maximum use of its existence. 
FUrthermore, the stator pole has just moved by and 
isin position to pull the rotor forward into synchro
nous alignment. 

ApprOlimatt Stator Poaitial"' 
For Mctllim\.1"' Field Pole flua 
!Dopolldinq Upo<� Dniqo 8 Ro15l 
�ptollimatt StotM A>sihon 
For Maximum Torque When 
Ma•irnurn Rotor Flu1 Occ:un 
At ·45• 

Note� Ant;�u1or ditplocemtnt of rolor with rupect to slator is t;�ionn a 
MQOHvt sion to indicate tlle mororino condition 

Fig. 3. 
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The criterion for satisfactorily pulling a syn
chronous motor into step is generally accepted to be 
the application of external field voltage at such speed 
and angle as to limit the pull-in period of the rotor 
to 180 electrical degrees. That is, there must not 
be a full slip.cycle of the rotor after field is applied. 
There are many applications of motors, loads, and 
power systems on which and to which this criterion 
would be exc essively demanding. It is not always 
necessary to meet this criterion. However, it is 
never harmful to meet it, and for many situations 
it is essential to meet it in order to have the motor 
pull-in at all, or to preventdetrimental effects upon 
the load and power system incident to several slip 
cycles with field applied. 

Total 

Gl 
� 150�--�-----+----�r---��---
� 
-
c: � 100 �--1----4-----+--+-1-11---
... 
Gl 

a. 

25 50 75 

Percent Speed 

Fig. 4a. High-starting-torque motor 

Total 

� 150 1--___ __,.,.. ___ -+---�t---------
cr 

� 
� 100�����--+------���H----
0 ... 
Gl 

0.. 

Salient Pole / Contribution---.,... 1 
---

50 1100 
95 

Percent Speed 

Fig. 4b. Medium-starting-torque motor 

Synchronous-mo tor Control GEH--3mA· · · 

It has been established that salient pole ·tor:que· ·· 
near synchronous speed is a function of both slip and 
field discharge resistance. Fig. 4 shows the com
bined effects of cage torque and salient pole torque 
for a typical motor. Fig. 5 shows the effect of a 
higher value of discharge resistance on a medium 
torque motor. Obviously, without salient pole 
torque the motor would cease to accelerate certain 
loads at some point on the speed axis. 

It may be asked, why not a high value of FDRS 
everytime. The answer is in the other function of 
the resistor, and that is to reduce field voltage to 
safe levels during starting. As the FDRS value in
creases, so does the induced voltage, and at some 
point this voltage would be damaging to insulation or 
other components in the field c ircuit. Solid-state 
excitation and control c omponents in the field cir
cuit have had the effect of making the value of FDRS 
and its voltage effect more significant. There· is. a. 
greater sensitivity to field voltage tolerance levels · 
with solid-state components. 

High 
Discharge 
Resistance 

Percent Speed 
Fig. 5. Medium-starting-torque motor with two 

values oj field discharge resistance 

Selection of the value of the field discharge re
sistance is, therefore, a decision that may require 
judicious application of several factors present on 
a particular drive, taking into account torque, ex
citation systems, and control components. 

To pull the motor into synchronism requi res that 
sufficient torque be developed after removal of the 
discharge resistor to drive the load plus accelerate 
the system inertia through 180 degrees. 

The importance of speed for applying field can
not be overemphasized. Common sense makes it 
evident that it would be a low inertia indeed which 
could beaccelerated to full speed within 180 degrees 
from a value of slip much in excess of 10 percent. 
Speed at which field is applied is considerecUo be· 
more important than c orrect angle. 
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GEH-3133A Synchronous-motor Control 

Synchronous-motor controllers which can accu-
1tely apply field at optimum speed and favorable 

�ngle permit matching the moto r to th(' load with a 
greater degree of precision than might otherwise be 
p ossible. The increase in load which can be pulled
in due to precision application of fie lei w il l vary from 
one motor design to another and with system inertia. 

App lying excitation at the point of zero induced 
current (favorable angle) takes advantage of motor 
capability in two ways: (1 lit catch es (''traps'') salient 
pole flux at a sign ificant magnitude (provided there 
is a field discharge resistor of adequate value) and 

. -.. �;r.,; ·�-�·;;::._��::{!::t;_<i.._':J., ; ·:· .·� . ��··· ���,{SYNCHRONOUS� MOTOR CONTROL��� 
t �} 
J 

uses it for torque during a 180·degree acce)eration 
period, and (2) it catches the rotor in correct angu
lar position to be pulled forward into step. 

In addition to permitting closer matching of mo
tor to load, optimum application of excitation also 
reduces power system disturbance which occurs 
when the motor goes through a complete slip cycle 
with field energized. U the motor is large relative 
to the power system, surges transmitted to the sys
tem will be at a minimum if field is applied to pre
vent slip at pull-in. 

'.� Fig. 6. !C3!j5!il1 105 synchronizing and protection module 

\ 
A. General Description 

of Controllers 

The IC3655Al05 _ solid-state starting and 
protection module contains the logic circuits essen
tial for starting, synchronizing. and protecting 
synchronous motors. When used with e lectro
mechanical devices in the motor line and field cir
cuits (contactors and breakers). to connect and 
disconnect power, the combination makes a com 

plete synchronous motor c ontroller. 

The synchronous - motor controller has two 
basic functions: 

6 

a. Starting and synchronizing 

b. Motor protection 

Fig. 7 shows the basic power and magnetic 
control circuits of a synchronous-motor control
ler. Fig. 8 is a simplified logic diagram of the 
synchronizing and protective functions. A detailed 
description of. the various functions is included 
.elsewhere in this publication. A brief description 
of the general functions follows. 

A:t·o · A�c Power Switching to the Motor 

1. I Magnetic FUll-voltage Starting 

Pressing the START button will cause the 
main line contactor to close, and full volt
age will be applied to the motor terminals. 

1. 2 Ma gnetic Reduced-voltage Starting 

Pressing the START button will cause the 
starting contactor to close, and reduced 
voltage will be applied to the motor termi
nals. After a pre-determined time inter
val, an adjustable-time transfer relay will 
operate to reconnect the motor from the 
starting connection to the running, or full
voltage, connection. 

1. 3 Magnetic Part-winding Starting 

The sequence of operation of the a-c power 
switching for part winding is equivalent to 
the preceding paragraph when a portion of 
the motor winding is first connected to the 
power source. After a pre-determined time 
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interval, a second portion of the motor 
winding is connected in parallel with the 
first portion; or, in effect, normal or full 
voltage is applied to all windings of the 
motor. 

Part-winding starting may be accomplished 
in two steps or more, with each step fol
lowing the first in a timed sequence as de
scribed above until the full winding is ener
gized. 

A2. Field Control 

Induced current in the motor field, pro
duced during starting, is passed through a 
discharge resistor in the starter by means of 
a closed contact on the field contactor. Volt
age in the field winding is thus held to a safe 
value during the starting period. D-e voltage 
from an exciter is applied to the field at 
proper speed and favorable rotor angle by the 
field contactor which is closed by action of 
electronic circuits: the field-discharge re
sistor path being opened simultaneously. 

Removal of field under overload is ac
complished usually within the first slip cycle 
of pullout by electronic circuits. 

A3. Protection 

The standard starter includes protection 
against overheating of the squirrel-cage 
(amortisseur) winding during starting, and 
protection against overheating of the stator 
winding during running. 

All control functions are discussed in 
greater detail in other sections of this in
struction. 

B. Installation and Start Up 

Bl. Installation 

Inspect all wiring and see that the connec
tions are clean and tight, and that there are 
adequate clearances for all devices. 

All external wiring from the controller 
must be made in strict accordance with the 
main connection diagram supplied with the 
controller. 

While referring to the main connection 
diagram supplied with the controller, inspect 
the wiring to determine definitely that the 
starting and field-discharge resistor is con
nected in the motor field-discharge circuit 
through the discharge (closed) contact of the 
field-applying contactor (FC). 

DO NOT APPLY power to the controller 
or the motor until the instructions under 
"OPERATION" have been studied. 

Synchron ous-motor Control GEH-3133A 

B2. Grounding 

Equipment should be grounded to a suit
able system ground. The a -c control power 
circuit is grounded unless Customer's speci
fication requests an ungrounded circuit. 

The S/P-M ( -VF) must be grounded to 
prevent the possibility of high induced volt
ages causing damage during start.ing. It is 
recognized, however, that the motor field 
should not be solidly grounded continuously; 
therefore, a resistor (FGRS) is inserted be
tween the motor field and ground. This re
sistor is 2500 ohms for fields rated 125 volts 
and 5000 ohms for fields rated 250 volts and 
limits ground-fault currents in the field to 
less than 0. 05 amperes. 

B3. Start-up Procedure 

With control power applied to the con
troller, check out the IC3655A105 (S/P -M) 
module as follows: 

a. Relay TRIP should pick up and its inter
nal indicating light should come on. If 
indicating l ights are illuminated on either 
of the two other transparent-encased re
lays, depress the RESET button. Lights 
should go out on all except TRIP. 

b. TEST SCP: With motor n9t running, press 
this button. and SCP light should come on 
after a time approximately equal to motor 
allowable stall time. After test is com 
plete, depress RESET button. 

c. TEST PFR: (PF meter should indicate 
unity with motor not running.) Turn TRIP 
SET knob fully clockwise. Depress PFR 
TEST push button. Relay FAR will pick 
up followed by relay FCX three seconds 
later. After a time delay of 0. 2 to 1. 0 
seconds (as set on TIME DELAY)follow
ing pickup of FCX relay, the TRIP relay 
will drop out. and PFR indicator light 
should come ON. Depress RESET button 
and reset TRIP SET to 0. 8. 

d. Start motor and closely observe move 
ment of Power Factor Meter on the S/P-M 
module. If meter moves in the lagging 
direction, inputs are correct. If it moves 
in the leading direction during starting, 
current leads to S and T must be re
versed for corrected operation of the 
power factor circuit. 
Controller is now ready for use. 
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GEH-3133A Synchronous-motor Control 

A·c Source 
L3' 

A)CB Or FU 
K2 

2AM FC 

{+) (-) 
-To O·c Source For Motor Excitation--� 

LlA 
H1 1-IZ 

L2A 

Note"A" 

), 

5 

Elementary Diagram 
Synchronous-motor 
Controller Full- vollooe 
Nonreversing 

Note A-
This Controller Is Shipped 
With Jumper Removed. 
This Permits Field Removal 
From Negative Induced 
Current On Pull-out, But 
Shutdown Only From Logging 
Power Foetor. 
Note B-
Jumper Shown For 230-volt 
Control. For 115-voll Jumper 
H1 To H3 And H2 To H4. 

Nomenclature 

lAM 
2AM 
CB 
1,2,3CT 
FC 
FDRS 

FGRS 
FLO 
FLT 
FU 
GRD 
Ll,L2,L3 
M 
MOT 
MX 
l,2,30L 
1,2 PB 
P.M. 
* 
Tl,T2,T3 
T 
S/P-M 

A-c Ammeter 
D-e Ammeter 
Circuit Breaker 
Current Transformer 
field Contoctor 
field Discharge 
Resistor 
Grounding Resistor 
field 
Filler 
Fuse 
Ground 
Incoming Terminals 
Main Contactor 
Mol or 
Auxiliary Relay To M � 
Overload Relay 
Pushbutton 
Polarity Mark 
Mounted Remote 
Outgoing Terminals 
T ronsformer 
S ynchronizing And 
Protection Module 

Fig. 7. Elementary Diagram 

8 

C. Controller Operation 

C L Starting and Synchronizing (Refer to Fig. 7) 

Closing the main line circuit breaker 
makes power available to the control cir
cuits and to the Sync hronizing and Protective 
Module (S/P-M). Energizing S/P-M causes 
TRIP relay contacts (TRPl - TRP2) to close, 
and also provides power to the electronic cir
cuits for synchronizing and protection logic 
functions. 

Pressing the START button will pick up 
relay MX which in turn energizes the coil of 
main contactor M. When M closes applying 
a- c power to the motor, induced field current 
flows in the discharge resistor FDRS and the 
voltage drop across it appears at S/P-M (+ V F 
and -VF}. Frequency of this induced field 
voltage decreases as the motor speed in
ereases, and the speed sensing circuits of 
S/P-M cause relay FAR (FARl and FAR2) 
to close as the motor reaches approximately 
95-perc ent speed (or whatever speed is set 
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Simplified One-line LoQic 
Oloorom Of Synchronous
motor StorlinQ And 
Protection Controller 

Ll L2 

Synchronous-motor Control GEH-3133A 

L3 

ttl �C��----------��Fl��FYLYD�F�2----�--------+------iF�J 
EliCltotion 
Source 

To PF 
Requlotor 
When Used 

---

Field 

t-A-�� 
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram 

on SYN SPEED dial). When FAR closes, the 
field contactor FC picks up and applies ex
citation to the motor from the exciter. 

Relay FCX picks up and closes its con
tacts approximately three seconds after the 
motor synchronizes, allowing automatic 
loading circuits to be activated. 

C2. Protection 

2.1 Pull Out 

If excessive mechanical load is applied 
to the motor shaft during normal running 
of the motor in synchronism, the result
ing lagging power factor will be detected 

Slort 
Timer 

PFR 
Light 

Relay r ..1. To Line 
Trip } 

--"[_ Contoclor 

by the S/P-M. Its logic circuits are· 
arranged normally (as shipped from the 
factory) as follows: 
a. Relay FAR drops out instantly on 

first slip cy�le producing negative 
pulse from the field. FC then re
moves field excitation to the motor. 

b. Relay FCX drops out at the same 
time as FAR. Load is removed if an 
automatic loader is connected. 

c. The motor will run with field removed 
for the t im e set on the P, F. TIME 
dial (maximum of 1. 0 s econd). and if 
resynchronization does n ot occur 
within this time, the TRIP relay win 
operate and the motor will stop. 
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GEH-3133A Synchronous-motor Control 

Alternate connections may be made to 
prevent field removal on first slip cycle 
by adding j umpe r from ASl to AS2 on 
terminal strip. 

If this change is m ade , field is not re
moved immediately on pull-out. but mo
tor shuts down if lagging power f actor 
persists through the time setting P. F. 
TIME dial. 

There are some motors which, due to 
design and other conditions, do not pro
duce a negative half cycle of induced cur
rent during pull-out from overload. On 
such motors. the control may be set to 
remove field on first slip cycle instantly 
from lagging power factor by connecting 

jumper from terminal LPF to LPFl on 
terminal board of c ard IC3650SSND1 and 
removing the j urn per from LP Fl to COM. 

2. 2 Thermal Protection 

The motor stator winding is protected 
against running overloads by thermal

overload relay. The tripping of these 
relays corresponds to the stator- winding 
heating curve . 
To provide adequate protection to the 
squirrel-cage winding (amortisseur) 
during starting. the logic circuits include 
a function for integrating the slip fre
quency voltage during stall and during 
acceleration and trip the motor off the 
line if limits are exceeded. 

Ill. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IC3655A105_ MODULE 

A. Starting and Synchronizing 

Control functions for starting a synchronous 
motor include: 

1 .  Applying power to the stator: at full voltage 
or at reduced voltage. 

2. Connecting a resistor in series with the field. 

3. Sensing rotor speed. 

4. Sensing rotor angle . 

5. Applying excitation at optimum speed and 
angle. 

6. Reluctance torque synchronizing. 

Applying power to a motor by magne tic contac
tor or circuit breaker is strictly a conventional 
operation. Essentially the same for a synchronous 
motor, squirrel-cage motor, transformer, or any 
other load. Synchronous motors require nothing 
exceptional for this function. 

Connecting a resi stor in series with the motor 
field during starting is accomplished by magnetic 
contactor. Optimum application of excitation (that 
is, closing the field contactor) requires accurate 
sensing of motor speed and rotor angle. Optimum 
speed for puU-in will vary somewhat from one mo
tor design to the next. and with the value of the 
field discharge resistor. Adjustment of the control 
to apply field at various values of motor speed is 
important. Correct rotor angle for field applica 

tion does not vary , however, and is always the 
point where induced field current passes through 
zero going from negative to positive: the point of 
maximum flux in the rotor. Maximum utilization 

10 

PRA 

OPERATION 

FAR 
. 

�r-� 
____ -_I Con to� tor 

.r-ro 
"C._Looder 

FAR· Field Applyinq Reloy 
FCX-AY• Relay For Automatic Loader 
RD -Relay Driver 
PRA·Input From Proper AnQie Circuit 
PRS-Input From Proper Speed Circuit 

l·Wwn moloY reaches syucllrouiz.ing S/Jeed, 
as set 011 dial (90-98/Jercenl speed), the 
PRS timer sels fliP-flop PSF a11d applies 
em input lo AND. The AND /!len n·ails for 
Us second inpul f1·om PRA, profJel· ro/or 
angle, mhicll energizes relay <lril'er RD fo 
cause FAR to close. Relay FAR energius 
field coulaclor. 
The AND aclimles limer ll'hich, after a 3-
.c;c•coml delay, causes 1·e/ay FCX lo cluse. 

Fig. 9. J\t/olm·-fidd app!icnlion logic 

of motor pull-in capability wi ll depend upon the de
gree to which the controller can accurately sense 
speed and rotor angle. 

Rotor frequency is the most positive electrical 
parameter �vailable for indic ating speed, and can 
be sensed by detecting frequency of the voltage 
across FDRS. Voltage across FDRS is not actually 

. "induced field voltage". but is the voltage across 
the discharge resistor and is essentially in time 
ph ase relation to the current through the resistor. 
That is, it goes through zero the same time the 
voltage goes through zero. 
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OPERATION 

....-{::::J-f-..;_:;_!-..JJOl U 
PRS 

Proper Speed 
Output Pulse 
To PSF Logic "I" 

Comm 

PRS 
oOutput 

Induced Field Voltoge And Current 

During positive half-cycles of induced field 
voltage, Ql is turned ON, turning Q12 OFF, 
and allowing C2 to charge through RBO. 
Wizen VDis goes negative Ql is OFF, Q12 is 
ON, and C2 is discharged by Q12. When 
positive half-c ycles become long enough 
(indicating high speed), voltage on C2 will 
reach standoff ratio of UJ-Ql U and it will 
deliver a pulse to proper speed logic circuit. 
Adjustment of RBO determines charging 
time o_f C2, and consequently synchronizing 
speed. 

Logic "1 ", output at PRS appears only at 
endof posilive half-cycleof VDis exceeding 
time setting of R80. 

Fig. 10. Slip speed sensing circuit 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 are drawn to illustrate 
schematically the electronic circuits which deter
mine motor speed and rotor angle for synchroniz
ing. The circuits are illustrated separately for 
simplification and clarity, where in the module, 
they are integrated into one and are constructed 
and assembled with other functions to make a com
plete modular unit. (See diagrams -pages 22-27.) 

Outputs from proper speed circuit and from 
proper angle are fed into an AND junction from 
which there is output only whe n both inputs ar(' 
equal. That is, when the motor reaches proper 
speed and proper angle for synchronizing. A sig
nal is delivered to the field applying relay FAR to 
cause it to close its contacts. FAR picks up field 
contactor FC to apply excitation to the motor rotor 
and to open the field discharge resistor loop. 

Synchronous-motor Control GEH-3133A 

0 n 

�_...-{02 

PRA n 

PRA 
Proper 
Anqle 
Output 
LQ9it "I" 

Comm. 

PRA 
oOulput 

� 

±l5V 

Ir � 
PRS Proper Anqle 
Proper Speed Ir Going Throuoh Zero From 
Time Noqative To Po�itive 

OPERATION 

Ql is also used in proper speed circuit. 
Logic "1 '', positive 01dput at PRA, occurs 
only when Q2 is OF F. Q2 is turned ON, 
however, from positive inputs + 27V thru 
CR3 or + RA CR4. During positive, half
cycles of VDis, RA is positive and Q2 is 
ON. During negative half-cycles of VDis, 
+ 27V turns Q2 ON since Ql is OFF. As 
current-zero is approached from negative 
IF (positive VDis), Q2will go OFF at+ lSV 
and remain OFF to - lSV of VDis until 
+27V turns it ON through CR3. Likewise 
Q2 will go OFF as current-zero is ap
proached from positive direction as VDis 
reaches - lSV. Logic "1" therefore ap
pears at PRA 15 volts either side of cur
rent-zero. 

Fig. 11. Proper rotor angle circuit 

S.>::.:, I.JC 
Speed at which the motor is to synchroniz( 

(PRS) can be adjusted over the range of 90 percen .. 
to 98 percent by calibrated knob (RBO). The propel 
angle circuits applied through solid state logic 
techniques to operate a field contactor satisfy tht 
criterion for optimum pull-in requirements of th( 
motor; "correct". speed and induced-current zer( 
going positive . 

B. Reluctance Torque Synchronizing 
A synchronous motor lightly loaded and con· 

nected to low inertia may pull-in to synchronisn 
before the rotor poles can be externally magne· 
tized; commonly known as reluctance torque syn
chronizing. This magnetization can result in suf 
ficient torque to hold the salient poles in direc 
alignment with corresponding stator poles and ru: 
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GEH-3J33A Synchronous-motor Control 

OPERATION 
iHOTOR SYNC/lRONIZES ON RELUCTANCE 
TORQUE-ROTOR CORRECTLY ORIENTED 

PRS signal sets flip-flop (PSF) for positive 
input to AND junction when speed timer 
times out. Proper angle is then indicated 
l>y zero IF delivering second input. to AND 
junction which causes Pickup of relay FAR. 

Fig. 12a. 

Excitation 
Applied 

I 
�HRS�� 

i ' L 
P�A One-pole Slip 

VDIS 

OPERATION 

MOTOR SYNCHRONIZES ON RELUCTANCE 
TORQUE-ROTOR DISORIENTED 180 DEGREE S 

PRA signal comes on at curnmt -zero caus
ing input to AND juncl.ion. PRS timernms 
when there is no inpul. from induced volt
age. TlzerefoYe second input /.o 1\ND junc
l'ion occurs at end of PRS time and causes 
pickup of nJlay FAR. 

Fig. 12b. 

the motor at synchronous speed. When load is 
applied, however, the rotor will begin to slip since 
the torque developed is only a fraction of rated 
torque under separate excitation. Furthermore, 
the rotor is polarized by the stator flux only under 
this condition and can therefore be polarized in 
any direct axis alignment: each 180 degrees. Ex
ternal excitation requires polarization pole-to-pole 
in only one orientation of the direct axis. Should 
the rotor pull-in to synchronism 180 degrees away 
from the normal running alignment, external ex
citation must build up flux in the rotor in opposi
tion to the stator flux, nullifying the reluctance 
torque, and momentarily driving the net torque to 
zero. As the external excitation builds up, correct 
alignment of rotor to stator will occur by slipping 
one pole and the motor will then run in normal 
synchronism at rated torque. 

12 

The field application control must respond in 
such way as to proceed with proper application of 
excitation in the event the motor does synchronize 
on reluctance torque. Fig. 12a and 12b show how 
the IC3655Al05 automatically responds to reluc
tance torque synchronizing. 

C. Motor Protection 

Any condition which raises the temperature of 
various elements of a motor above designer's 
limits will effect its life. Overheating is there
fore an enemy that must be dealt with by the pro
tective functions of synchronous motor controllers. 
"Heating above limits" is a phrase that is often 
misinterpreted and misapplied, however, since a 
motor is thermally much more complex than such 
things as fuses, for instance, which are designed 
to melt instantly when some value of r2t is reached. 
A motor contains several metals (copper, brass, 
bronze, solder, iron) and a variety of insulating 
materials, all of which are effected differently by 
temperature. Motor designers usually establish 
limits in parameters measurable at the various 
electrical terminals, such as line current versus 
time, induced field current versus time: or, some 
form of inherent detectors are installed which 
measure temperature directly. These limits are 
then used by the control designer as the basis for 
action to prevent reduction in motor life expectancy. 
Precision in protection is a somewhat nebulous 
concept, however, and should not be confused with 
precision and reliability in protective devices 
themselves. Devices and circuits for motor pro
tection must be reasonably precise and sufficiently 
predictable in their characteristics to be sure they 
follow the motor designer's recommendations, but 
it should be kept in mind that the motor designer 
is merely trying to prevent rapid reduction in mo
tor life, and there are wide limits in time and tem
perature within which life is effected. 

The amortisseur, or cage winding of a synchro
nous motor, is probably the element most suscep
tible to thermal damage. Its function is essentially 
operative only during starting, and there are limi
tations on space available for its construction onto 
the rotor. Hence, it is usually made of lighter ma
terial than the cage winding of an induction motor. 
The cage is also vulnerable to overheating should 
the motor be allowed to run out of synchronism 
with no excitation. In this case, it runs as an in
duction motor at some value of slip which will pro
duce cage current that develops running torque. 
The cage of a synchronous motor is not designed 
for continuous operation, however. So, an im
portant protective function of the controller is to 
prevent overheating of the cage winding both dur
ing starting and running out of synchronism. 

,.-
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_..,�- Table 1. Synchronous-motor protection 
summary 

Conditions of Possible Damage 

-·-··- ·--·-· · ·----

Type or 
PrOil•(:lion 

fteld- Voltage- Check 
Relav 

.. . 
0 
.. 
u § E 
0 7., 

VCI! 

Overload 

= " 
iii � :; c 

c 0 .. , c 'ii ... � 0: "' � 

Start-
ing 

� 0 
1:J ·= .. .. if� 
o-= _ .. 

.. e � iii <>.< 

X X 

Winding 
lnsulation 

� E � 
.c � 0 "' � '": � � .., 

c j 5 E 0 0 f- "' 

Loss 
or 

Exci-
tatlon 

" .. !: 0 � > " 
"0 , 
-;; -;; ;;:: 0: 
0 0 :0 :0 

X X 

X X 

0 

g��t:::��o�e�L:�;�·�r7��L:�-1--f--r-t--4�o1--r--Jr-�O--instanlancous OVer .. 
current Relav OC 
DiUerenlial Relay DR 
Current- Ba a nee Relay COR 06. 
JncompJNe St:!quence 

0 
0 0 

0 

-��-�- _ _ _ _ ____ ..:.!S;:.;.R'---'---'----'----'__.J'--=-0 -'---'---'--'---L--
X - tncliJded wlth standard controller 

0 - Not included with standard controller: must be added to order 

o. - Curr-ent unbaL"\nce causes ovcrhcatlng 
There are four sit uations of the m otor that must 

be monitored so as to prevent damage: 

1) Sta ll or prolonged accelera tion. 

2) overload: 
Continuous running overload in synchro
nism 

Pullout 

3) Loss of excitation: 

Running as an induction motor 

4) Winding insulation failu re: 

Phase fault 

Ground fault 

CL 0 Starting Protection 

Fortunately, monitoring the starting con
dition of a synchronous motor can be accom
plished by looking at the frequency of induced 
field current, just as is done to accomplish 
synchronizing. As pointed out above, the 
cage winding is the most vulnerable element 
during starting and as a consequence, motor 
designers always place a limit on the time 
a particular motor can be a llowed to remain 
stalled ("allowable stall time"*). An a ccel
eration schedule can the n be established for 
the motor in terms of running time at any 
speed less than synchronous as a percent of 
allowable stall time. There are two factors 
which reduce heating as the motor acceler
ates: air circulation from the fan effect the 

• ''Allowable st all time" is important for induction 
m ot o1·s also, but the time is usually shorter for 
synchronous motors and varies from one design 
to anothe r with greater spread. 

Ql 

Synchronous-motor Control GEH-3133A 

B -High Starting Torque Motor 
D - Low Starting Torque Motor 

lOOr----+----�----+----4---+� 
eor---_,-----+----�----4---� 
70r-----r---_,----�-----+---+� sor----4-----+----�----4---� 
50r----;-----r-----r----+---+NH 
40r----+----�----+----4--�� 

� 30!------,J-----�----�----�--�� 

2 
Ill 20 Shoded Area Is Range Of --+--t-xW-1 

Relay Characteristic! . 
Available By Changing R 
And C Of Pole Slip Circuit 

.!? 
.Cl 0 3: .2 
� 10•!------r----�------+------h��� Ql � 8.01t-------t-------i'------i'------I�W.H 

7.0•1------lr---+----+--IH�H-1 Cl 
t: 6.01---+-----+-----+---H��� c 5 5.0!----+---!---+---..;-Rw�r----l 
� 4.0r----r-----r-----r�����--� ::0 
0 3: E 
<X 

80 100 
Percent Speed 

Fig. 1.'1. T\'pico/ smc:ln·oJ/OitS-1110/or SIJIII/""1"!·/
I.'fl,!.: c · ltc•nf i11g ('/!(frucl C'ris I ics 

rotor. and reduced frequency of cu rrc nt i 1 
the rotor. Frequency can be measured di· 
rectly as an indication of speed, and the de 
signer's curves for speed versus lime ca: 
be used fot· p1·otection by circuitry that in 

tcgrates the time-speed function. Fif!". 1: 
shows typical cage h eal ing characteristic: 
during accele1·ation. 

The electronic circuit for integrating th• 
time-speed function is shown in Fig. 14 
After the motor is initially started, charg• 
rem ains on Cp until it bleeds off through th• 
22 MEG resistor. which provides circui 
memory to prevent successive restarts tiw 
may dam age the motor. The bleeding tim· 
of Cp through 22 MEG resisto r is about 1· 
minutes . If the motor is restarted in les. 
t i. me . it could cause the circuit to trip . Th· 
capacitors discharge through em i tter of UJ 
Ql upon rea chi ng the trip point. Restartin 
is the n  up to the discre tion of electrical m ain 
tena nce personnel who would be called upo 
to operate the RESET function. 
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. .  · ,. ·-'5-�GfH..'3133A , :synchronous-motor Control 

- vots ----

OPERA TION 

1-4 

Positive half-cycles of VDis shut off Q5 and 
allo w Cand Cp to charge through R .  Nega 
tive ha lf-cycles of VD-is cause (�5 lo con 
duct and to discharge C through th e loop 
formed by CR2, Q5, CR3, and R. l 6 .  Cp 
does not discharge , lzou.'ever, because it  zs 
bloclled by CR 1 5 .  Capacitor C is s mall in 
comparison with Cp so each charging cycle 
onlypartially charges Cp ; lhe ra le ojcharge 
each half-cy cle depends upon ra tio of G'/Cp 
and charge exis iing on Cp, and will be an 
exponential/unc tion . When total vol tage on 
Cp reaches s tandoffratio of UJ-Q l ,  a jmlse 
of logic "1" will appear at SD to be fed into 
logic for tripping as shown in Fig. 1 7. 

Fig. 1 4 .  Pole sliP detec tor circuit 

The com ponent values of C, C p, and R 
are selected to m atch motor heating curves 
shown in Fig . 13 and the motor allowable 
stall time . Taps on RS are set so the re is 
no output from the com para tor unless induced 
voltage is highe r than excitation. 

C 2. 0 Overload Protection 

Continuous running overload protection of 
a synchronous motor is normally afforded by 
monitoring stator current with inverse-tim e 
thermal relay s .  This function for a synchro
nous motor is essentially no different than for 
other a-c motor types and can be expanded to 
include winding tem perature detectors or 
other types of inver se- time devices .  The 
synchronous m oto r can be ove rloaded to the 
point where it will pull out of sy nchronism , 
however, and this marks the distinct differ
ence in its protection requirem ents. 

Synchronous m otors are designed to run 
at constant speed and drive shaft load by 
torque derived from the polarized i ron cores 
on. their rotors which magnetically link cor-

. -:· ... et;ponding stator poles. Whenever the rotor 
. .  tunlS at a speed less than the stator flux, the 

PRA 

Slop Slt,�MI 

�� r -.:� 
- - - - _ -' Conloctor 

_ _  r- ro L_Loodar 
FAR · Field Applyinq Relay 
FCX· Aul Relay For Avlomatit Loader 
AO · Relay Driver PSF- F lip· Flop 
SPL·Inpul From Pole Slip Circuit 
PRA-Inpvl From Proper Anqle C ircuit 
PAS- Input From Proper Speed Circvit 

OPERA TION 

PSF is s et by FRS; cleared by either the 
stop circuit or SP L. 

One pole slip as indica ted by negative in 
duced field amperes from SP L will remove 
drive on relays FAR and FCX. FAR re
moves field excita tion from motor and FCX 
removes load. 

Fig. 1 5 .  Motor-field app lication logic 

motor is s aid to " slip" . Slip can begin with 
the field poles m agnetized while running in 
synchronism from four major causes: 

1) A gradual increase in load beyond the 
pull out capabilities of the motor. 

2) A slow decrease in field current. 

3) A sudden large impact load. 

4) A system fault or voltage dip lasting 
long e nough to cause pull out. 

Loss of synchronism with field poles mag
netized will create wide pulsations in torque 
at the motor shaft each time a stator pole 
passes a rotor pole. Corresponding pulsa
tions occur in line current .  Both types of 
pulsations can be damaging. Torque pulsa
tions can break a shaft, coupling, or other 
mechanical elem ent , and current pulsations 
can interfere with efficient power system 
operation. Slipping with rotor poles magne 
tized (field applied) is therefore alway s un
acceptable for a synchronous motor and some 
m eans must be provided to prevent it . 

One of the most reliable indicators of syn
chronous and asynchronous (out- of-step) op
eration is power factor in the line to the m o
tor .  That is, the phase angle between voltage 
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and current. sy nchronous m otors seldom ,  if 
ever, operate continuously at lagging power 
factor. They run at either unity or some 
value of leading angle between current and 
voltage. Lagging power factor always ap
pears when the motor load angle increases·· 
beyond rated, becoming fully lagging (90°) as 
the motor just pulls out-of-step. Lagging 
power factor may therefore be utilized to 
inltiate action to p rev ent slipping. 

Torque and power pulsations during slip 
can be reduced by removing fie ld current to 
the rotor poles .  The motor would then run 
essentially as an induction motor by its squir
rel cage winding. Slip with field current re
m oved is tolerable to the load and power sys
tem but intolerable for any length of tim e to 
the motor sq1,1irrel cage winding itself, since 
it is designed with limited thermal capability 
and for short-tim e operation. M otor Power 
Factor during induction motor operation (that 
is with field removed) is always lagging. 
However, the degree to which the current 
lags the voltage is less than at pull-out when 
field poles are excited. Lagging power fac
tor therefore can again be utilized as an in
dicator of " slip" rluring induction motor op
e ration. 

For synchronous motors, therefore, some 
m eans must be provided to guard against 
two kinds of slip; slip with field applied, 
which causes 90 degree lagging (O%) power 
factor, and slip when running without field 
applied which causes lagging power factor in · 

the order of 60 to 80 percent . 

Although lagging power factor always oc
curs during s lip, there are other transient 
situations of the powe r system and motor 
which c an cause a m om entarily lagging power 
factor. These situations may be of such 
short duration that the m otor will continue 
to run in synchronism . Ve ry rapid response 
of a so-called power factor relay in these 
situations would cause unnecessary shut
down. Inherent time delay (adjustable) would 
perm it delay in operation unless the power 
factor r emained lagging for a predetermined 
tim e, indicating pe rsistent pull-out. 

M otor pull-o.ut protection from overload 
is efficiently provided by a circuit which 
monitors power factor and has a built-in time 
delay to prevent inadvertent tripping on tran
sients. The ci rcuit i s  shown in Fig. 17. 

Synchrono us-motor Control GEH-3l33A 

An analog voltage signal appears at point 
W whose m agnitude is proportional to the 
phase angle between line current and line 
voltage . (S�e Fig. 16 . )  At unity power fac
tor, the angle is 90 degrees if voltage input at 
points Q and P is from Ll to L2, and the cur
rent input at F and G is from L3 .  Phase 
rotation bei ng Ll- L2- L3. 

L 2  

L l  

Fig. 1 6. Vo ltage current phasors 

The EXCLUSIVE- OR power-factor circuit is ar
ranged so the output sig nal at W is 5 volts at unity 
power factor, zero at 90 degrees lag (0 P. F. ) , and 
1 0  volts ( 1 0  MA thru P FM) at 90 degrees lead (1.  0 
P. F. ) . Output signal varies betw een 0 and 1 0  
volts i n  relation to the cosine of t h e  angle between 
voltage and current inputs. 

.JYV'f"
fl F'2 

Fig. 1 7. J1olor pull -out protection 
from overload circuit 

CR33 
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GEH-3133A Synchronous-motor Con tro l 

16 

Brief Description of  C ircuit Operation: 

Positive half waves of voltage input Ll
L2 turn Q5 ON, and positive half waves of 
current inpuTI3 turn Q6 ON . W henever Q5 
and Q6 are both in the same state, e ither 
ON or O FF, Q9 is turned ON . The ci rcuit 
llierefore has four extrem eS: 

1. Q5 and Q6 both ON: voltage at R36 is 
low, and base drive of Q9 is thr ough 
R 3 1  and R30; QS is OFF since voltage 
is low at its bas e .  Q9 is ON and shunts 
current to C OM away from W. 

2. Q5 and Q6 both OFF: voltage at R36 is 
high which drives Q9. Q8 is ON but 
cannot low e r  Q9 bas e d rive due to 1 5K 
R30. Q9 being ON shunts cur rent to 
COM away from W. 

3. Q5 ON and Q6 O FF: voltag e low at R36 
andR35 but high at R37 which turns 
QS ON. QS decreases d rive on Q9 and 
turns it O F F; current then flows 
through w .--

4. Q5 OFF and Q6 ON : voltage high at 
R35 and low at R36; R36 cannot drive 
Q9, and QS turns ON to prevent drive 
through R 3 1  and R3o:-Q9 0 F F, current 
flows through W .  

--

In summary, lagging power factor r esults 
in LIJW output signal at point W due to shunt
ing effect of Q9. This signal is utilized in a 
logic function to cause drop out of the trip 
relay afte r a tim e delay . 

Powe r -factor logic shown in Fig. 1 8  is 
therefore applicable to the total device . Low 
signal resulting from lagging power factor 
will drop out t rip relay . · High s ignal result
ing from unity o r  leading power factor will 
hold the relay in. 

M otor pull out will also produce negative 
induced field cur rent in some motor designs . 
Negative induced field current is equivalent 
to an increase in induced field voltage ex
ceeding the applied voltage. Investigation 
of motor designs and simulated conditions 
for pull out applied to these designs , how
ever, demo nstrated that high field voltage is 
not a com pletely reliable indication of pull 
out because a sizeable variety of motor de 
signs and conditions of pull out do not exhibit 
negative puls e s  of current. The conclusion 
couW be d rawn that negative induced field 
current should not be c onsidered as an indi
cator of pull out. If detection of pull out 
under impact load is of param ount importance 
then the conclusion is valid, and it would be 
prudent to rely upon lagging power factor to 
detect pull out .  The re are some drives h ow-

Unity P F 

13 13 

V@J ___________ O.S. = O  

90° Lag P F 

No vl - 2  

Fig. 1 8 .  Power -factor logic 

�.s. 
T5V 
Avo 

_ _  _L O.S. 
T 5V 
AVQ 

ever which are not likely to experience im
pact loads but which would be inadvertently 
shut down by transient conditions causing 
lagging power factor. For these drives, de
pending on motor design, negative induced 
field cu'rrent would be a prefe rable indicator 

· · of pull out to remove field exc itation only, 
and then re ly upon lagging power factor per
sisting for a definite time before actuating 
shutdown. 
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PRA 

Stop Siqool 

Pole Slip Detector input PL of Fig .  1 4  is 
connected to continuously monitor the motor 
fie ld even after sy nchronization. If the mo
tor should go through a complete slip cycle 
with field excited, a positive voltage pulse 
will appear at SP L (provided the conditions 
of pull out and motor design discussed above 
are conducive) .  This positive pulse is fed 
into additional logic c oupled to the Motor 
Synchronizing Logic (Fig. 19) to de-ene rgize 
relay FAR and remove field excitation. If 
the motor continues to run out of synchronism 
beyond the tim e setting of the power-factor 
detector circuit, then shutdown is initiated 
thr ough the Trip Relay (Fig. 1 7) .  

F� 
�:�-� 

_ _  - - - -'  Contoctor 

r-To L_Looder 
FAR ·  Field Applying Relay 
FCX- Aux Relay For Aulomot ic  Loader 
RO - Relay Dr iver 
PSF- Flip· Flop 
SPL- Input From Pole Slip Circuit 
PRA·Input From ?roper Anqle C ircuit 
PRS- Input From ·Proper Speed Circ uit 

OPERA TION 
J>SF is set  by PRS; cleared by e i lha the 
s foj) circuit or SPL .  

One pole s tip a s  indicated by nega tiue in 
duced field a lllp eresfJ·om SP L will rcrno ue 
drive on relavs FAR and FCX. FAR re
moves field e;cilafion _f1·om motor and FCX 
remoues load. 

Fig . 1 9. Field removal logic 

C2.  1 Effect of Voltage Dips on M otor Power 
Factor 

Solid- state excitation systems have an 
effect on the way m otor power factor re
sponds to line voltage dips. The effect 
may be to cause a powe r-factor relay to 
operate i nadvertently . That is, to trip on 
lagging power factor caused by a transient 
condition which is not an actual pull out 
condition. 

A solid-state exciter differs from a ro
tating exciter in the way it responds to 
voltage dips . The rotating inertia of an 
M G  set m ay maintain excitation voltage 
relatively c onstant for several seconds,  

C( 

Synchronous-motor Control  GEH-3J33A 

but a solid-state exciter has practically no 
built- in d e lay in the way it responds to li ne 
voltag e. A ny delay in change of m otor 
rotor flux following an excitation voltage 
change is therefore determined by the 
tim e constant of the rotor fie ld poles 
the mselv e s .  This is usually 0. 5 to  L 0 
second . 

The seque nce of events transpiring during 
a v o ltage dip with a solid-state ex citer is 
depicted i n  Fig. 2 0 .  A ssum ing a line volt
age dec rease of 1 5 percent with the m otor 
initially a t  u nity power fact or, the power 
factor w i l l  s wing leading m omenta rily be
cause the ge nerated EM F does not change 
until th e rotor flux decreases (determined 

1 .  Motor AI Unity P F 
Normal Lood lARA 

Paral lel  Wrth Lme Va lls 

2. Motor P F Swings 
LeodinQ When Lme Vo ltage 
Drops And Excitation Remains 

. f.- 15'Yo 
Drop 

Constant (Due To Fld Time Const.l 

3. Motor P F Becomes 
Slightly Lo99in g  When fAR A 
Excita tion Drop Equals 
Lrne Drop 

Motor Does Not Pull 
Out P F Approx 1 .0 

� 
IA 

E IAXA 

��I 
Heavily LOQQinQ When 
Line VoltoQe Is Restored And 
Excitolron Remotns Low Ea - Generated E M F  

IA - Line Amperes 
RA - Armature Resistance 
XA - Arm Reactance 

Fig . 20. E_(tec t  of line uol/.age dip on motor power 
factor (assuming no line voltage phase shift) 
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GEH�3J33A Synchronous-motor Control 

Power 
Factor 
Lead 

t 

l 
LOQ 

by field time constant) and the motor will 
tend to maintain constant horsepower by 
slightly increasing line current. As the 
field flux decreases, gene rated EM F also 
decreases, and the power factor will move 
back towards unity , although there m ay 
be a load angle increase to permit motor 
torque to be restored to that required to 
drive the load. During both these se� 
quences the m otor power factor has not 
become significantly lagging, so the powe r 
factor relay does not operate. 

Finally , when line voltage comes back to 
normal, the powe r factor will m omentarily 
swing over to lagging and an instantaneous 
relay wiil trip, because the rotor flux 
does not respond as rapidly to change as 
does the stator, and generated EM F is 
low relative to line volts long enough to 
operate the relay . 

0.5 1 .0 
Time - Seco nds 

Fig . 21 . I'dotor po wer -factor response to a two
second line-voltage dip : 
solid-state exciter 

18 

A power-factor device with a 1. 0-second 
built-in time delay will remain unaffected 
by these changes. 

C3 . 0 Loss of Excitation 

Power
Foetor 

Lead 

t 
-1
1.
0 

o.e 
Lao 

0.5 

Running out of synchronism without exci
tation (running as an induction motor ) will 
cause overheating of the cage winding. This 
condition can be detected by the power factor 
circuit of Fig .  17 if it is set above the ex
pected induction motor power factor, which 
would be approximately 0. 8 lag . Shutdown 
will follow loss of excitation within the time 
setting of the power-factor -trip circuit. The 
pole slip detector will also function to shut 
the motor down after the m otor has slipped 
long enough to build up sufficient charge on the 
capacitor Cp based on the curve of Fig. 13 . 

Minimum Trip lime 
0.2 Second1 -l 

Time of Firat 
Negative Induced 
Current Pulse 

0 0.1 0. 2 0.4 

Time - Seconds 

Fig. 22. Change in power factor with a 225-
percent impac t  load application 

(relay operates before a complete 
slip cycle transpires to produce 

torque oscillation) 
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